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V,, was, as we now know, perfectly justified. And even
although disillusionment followed the great discoveries of
Ritter, Davy, Berzelius, and Faraday, and although this
branch remained unproductive for decades, still the opinion
has been verified of those who believed that untold treasures
lay here which should one day be disclosed.
The modern subject of electro-chemistry forms a con-
tinuation to those older discoveries, and to the important
investigations of Hittorf and of Kohlrausch (already mentioned
on p. 326) which were now for the first time fully understood ;
and it leads to successive new discoveries.
In this connection, accumulators may first of all be men-
tioned here, since they have come into very general use,
and without them it would scarcely be possible to employ
electricity to advantage. Their introduction is the outcome
of the discovery of polarisation by Ritter,87 and of the very
exhaustive researches of Plante, which extend as far back
as the year i859.88 Plante constructed very powerful
examples of the so-called secondary batteries; and these were
afterwards improved upon in important particulars by Faure.SC)
The devising by Lippmann of the capillary electrometer,40
which depends upon the change produced in the surface ten-
sion of mercury by polarisation, is also worthy of mention.
The theory of the voltaic pile, for which we are in-
debted to Nernst,41 is very important. It is founded upon
the theory of diffusion, which was advanced by Nernst him-
self, and upon the idea of solution pressure deduced from
van 't HofFs theory of solution. Nernst also developed the
theory of concentration cells in the same way, and in doing
so arrived at the same conclusions that Helmholtz42 had
already reached by thermodynamical investigation.
These matters must, however, be disposed of here by
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